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Abstract—When developing robotic exoskeletons, the design
of physical connections between the device and the human
limb it is connected to is a crucial problem. Indeed, using an
embedment at each connection point leads to uncontrollable
forces at the interaction port, induced by hyperstaticity. In
practice, these forces may be large because in general the human
limb kinematics and the exoskeleton kinematics differ. To cope
with hyperstaticity, literature suggests the addition of passive
mechanisms inside the mechanism loops. However, empirical
solutions proposed so far lack proper analysis and generality.
In this paper, we study the general problem of connecting two
similar kinematic chains through multiple passive mechanisms.
We derive a constructive method that allows the determination of
all the possible distributions of freed Degrees of Freedom (DoFs)
across the different fixation mechanisms. It also provides formal
proofs of global isostaticity. Practical usefulness is illustrated
through two examples with conclusive experimental results: a
preliminary study made on a manikin with an arm exoskeleton
controlling the movement (passive mode) and a larger campaign
on ten healthy subjects performing pointing tasks with a trans-
parent robot (active mode).
Index Terms—Wearable robotic structures, exoskeleton, fix-
ations, kinematics, hyperstaticity, isostaticity condition, biome-
chanics.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Exoskeletons are being designed by researchers for a grow-
ing number of applications, ranging from military applicatons
[3] to rehabilitation [4], [5].
For years, research has focused mainly on technological
aspects (actuators, embedment, energy...) and followed a
paradigm defined in [6]:”an exoskeleton is an external struc-
tural mechanism with joints and links corresponding to those
of the human body”. In other words, designing the kinematics
of an exoskeleton generally consists of trying to replicate
human limb kinematics. This creates a number of advantages:
similarity of the workspaces, singularity avoidance [7], one-
to-one mapping of joint force capabilities over the workspace.
However, this paradigm suffers from a major disadvantage due
to the impossibility of precisely replicating human kinematics
with a robot. Indeed two problems occur: morphology dras-
tically varies between subjects and, for a given subject, the
joint kinematics are very complex and cannot be imitated
by conventional robot joints [8]. Actually, it is impossible
to find any consensual model of human kinematics in the
This work has already been partly presented at ICRA’2010 [1]and
RSS’2010 [2].
biomechanics literature due to complex geometry of bone
surfaces [9]. For example, different models are used for the
shoulder-scapula-clavicle group [10].
Discrepancies between the two kinematic chains thus seem
unavoidable. Because of the connections between multiple
loops, these mismatches generate kinematic incompatibility.
The resulting hyperstaticity would lead, if the connected
bodies were rigid, to the impossibility of moving and to the
appearance of non-controllable internal forces. In practice,
however, rigidity is not infinite and mobility can be obtained
thanks to deformations. When a robotic exoskeleton and a
human limb are connected, these deformations are most likely
to occur at the interface between the two kinematic chains, due
to the low stiffness of human skin and tissues surrounding the
bones [11].
Solutions found in the literature to cope with this problem
vary. In the first approach, compliance can be added in
order to minimize generated forces. Pneumatic systems were
thus added to introduce elasticity in the robot fixations and
adaptability to variable limb section [12].
The second approach consists of designing the exoskeleton
in such a way that adaptation to human limb kinematics is
maximized. Two methods can then be employed: adaptation
capability of the robot serial chain can be increased (by adding
adjustable length segments) or redundancy can be exploited.
The latter method includes adding passive or active DoF
serially in the robot kinematic chain to align active joint axes to
the human joint axes [13]. These solutions tend to complicate
the structure and its control. Moreover their ability to solve
the problem of hyperstaticity has never been proved formally.
The last approach is different and involves adding passive
DoF to connect the two kinematic chains one to the other.
Such a principle is common in mechanism theory: passive
DoF are usually added to reduce the degree of hyperstaticity.
This was proposed back in the 1970s in the context of passive
orthoses, [14], [15]. More recently, this principle was used for
the design of a one degree of freedom active device in [11].
To the authors’ knowledge, this was the first study in robotic
exoskeleton design explicitly evoking the problem of hyper-
staticity in force transmission and proposing to add passive
DoFs. However, in [11], force transmission was analyzed only
in a plane, thus neglecting the off-plane forces arising from
the unavoidable lack of parallelism between the human limb
plane and the exoskeleton plane. Furthermore, the study relies
on explicit equations derived for a particular mechanism.
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In contrast, the constructive method proposed in this paper
applies to a general spatial problem, which is fully formalized
and then solved thanks to a set of necessary and sufficient
conditions for global isostaticity (Section II). In Sec. III, the
method is applied to the ABLE exoskeleton, a given active
4DoF arm exoskeleton. In Section IV, experimental results
illustrate the practical interest of the approach.
II. GENERAL METHOD
The main question addressed in this paper is: given a
proposed exoskeleton structure designed to (approximately)
replicate a human limb kinematic model, how can we connect
it to the human limb while avoiding the appearance of uncon-
trollable forces at the interface? The answer takes the form
of a set of passive frictionless mechanisms used to connect
the robot and the subject’s limb that allows the avoidance of
hyperstaticity.
A. Problem formulation
Let us consider two different serial chains with multiple
couplings as illustrated in Fig. 1. One represents a human
limb H and the other the robot structureR.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of two serial chains with parallel coupling
Assuming that the base body of the exoskeleton is attached
to the body of a human subject and that this common body
is denotedR0 ≡ H0, we will consider that the robot and
the limbs are connected throughn fixations. Each fixation
is a mechanismL i for i ∈ {1, ..,n} consisting in a passive
kinematic chain which connects a human bodyHi to a
robot body Ri . MechanismsL i are supposed to exhibit a
connectivity l i . Recall that connectivity is the minimum and
necessary number of joint scalar variables that determine the
geometric configuration of theL i chain [16]. Typically,L i will
be a non-singular serial combination ofl i one DoF joints. The
fixation can be an embedment (l i = 0) or can release several
DoFs, such that:
∀i ∈ {1, ..,n} , 0≤ l i ≤ 5 . (1)
Indeed choosingl i ≥ 6 would correspond to complete freedom
betweenHi and Ri which would not make any practical
sense in the considered application where force transmission
is required.
BetweenRi−1 and Ri , on the robot side, there is an active
mechanismRi , the connectivity of which is denoted byr i .
Similarly, betweenHi−1 and Hi on the human side, there
is a mechanismH i of connectivityhi . Note that due to the
complexity of human kinematics,hi is not always exactly
known. Literature from biomechanics provides controversial
data on this point. For example, the elbow is often modeled
as a one DoF joint, but in reality a residual second DoF can
be observed [17].
Our goal is to design mechanismsL i with i ∈ {1, ..,n} in
such a way that all the forces generated by the exoskeleton on
the human limb are controllable and that there is no possible
motion for the exoskeleton while the human limb is still. We
shall thus consider next that the human limbs are virtually
attached to the base bodyR0. This represents the case when
the subject does not move at all. The resulting system, depicted
in Fig. 2, is denoted bySn.
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Fig. 2. Studied problem with a fixed human limb
In order to study the mobility of such a complex multi-loop
mechanism, scalar mobility indexes obtained by counting the
number of loops, the number of individual DoFs and the num-
ber of rigid bodies cannot be applied. Rather, mobility analysis
has to be performed by exploiting a more general method from
the theory of mechanisms. A number of approaches can be
found in the literature, from linear transformations [18] to Lie
algebra [19]. For this study, analyzing the rank of the spaces
of twists and wrenches, as proposed in [20] was found to be
convenient and efficient.
A proper design for the passive mechanismsL i hall guarantee
that, in the absence of any external forces, both:
∀i ∈ 1· · ·n, SnTi = {0} and (2a)
∀i ∈ 1· · ·n, SnWL i→0 = {0} , (2b)
whereSnTi is the space of twists describing the velocities of
robot bodyRi relative toR0 when the whole mechanismSn
is considered andSnWL i→0 is the space of wrenches (forces
and moments) statically admissible transmitted through the L i
chain on the reference bodyR0, when the whole mechanism
Sn is considered.
Equation (2a) expresses the fact that the mobility of any robot
body connected to a human limb should be null, which is
a required condition since we are assuming that the human
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member is still. Moreover, equation (2b) imposes that, con-
sidering the whole mechanism, there can be no forces of any
kind exerted on the human limb. Indeed, since the actuators are
applying null generalized forces, any force at the connection
ports would be uncontrollable due to hyperstaticity. In thenext
Equation (2) is referred to as theglobal isostaticity condition.
B. Conditions on the twists space ranks
At first, one can notice the recursive structure of the consid-
ered system: letSi be the sub-mechanism constituted by the
bodiesR0 to Ri, the chainsR0 to Ri andL0 to L i . The system
Si can be represented recursively fromSi−1, as in Fig. 3,
where mi−1 is the connectivity ofSi−1. In this convention,
S0 represents a zero DoF mechanism. Using this recursive
Fig. 3. Recursive structureSi of the system
representation one can establish the following proposition:
Proposition 1: The conditions (2) are equivalent to :
∀i ∈ 1· · ·n, dim(TSi−1 +TRi +TL i ) = 6 and (3a)
∀i ∈ 1· · ·n, dim(TSi−1 ∩TRi ) = 0 and (3b)
dim(TSn) = 0 , (3c)
where TSj =
Sj Tj is the space of twists describing the
velocities ofR j relative toR0, whenSj is considered isolated
from the rest of the mechanism (then it is different fromSnTj ),
TRi is the space of twists produced byRi – i.e. the space
of twists of Ri relative toRi−1 if they were only connected
throughRi , TL i is the space of twists produced byL i i.e. the
space of twists ofRi relative toR0 if they were only connected
throughL i . 
The demonstration can be found in Appendix A.
Physical interpretation can be obtained by observing Fig. 3.
Equation (3a) imposes that the mobility for the open chain
Si−1−Ri −L i is 6. Otherwise, the closed loop sub-mechanism
Si represented in Fig. 3 would be hyperstatic. This condition
will impose a minimal mobility to be recursively added to
the system. Equation (3b) imposes that, when the bodyRi
is still, there is no possible motion forRi−1. Otherwise, the
system would exhibit too much mobility,i.e. an uncontrolled
motion would be observed for at least bodyRi−1 in the global
system. This condition will impose a maximal mobility to be
recursively added to the system. Finally, Equation (3c) imposes
that the last robot body cannot move, which is trivial.
Remarkably, conditions (3) involve the space of twists gener-
ated byRi andL i when taken isolated, which is of great help
for design purposes. In the next subsection, we convert these
conditions into constraints on the connectivitiesr i = dim(TRi )
and l i = dim(TL i ). To do so, we suppose that kinematic singu-
larities are avoided. In other words, summing the subspacesof
twists will always lead to a subspace of maximum dimension
given the dimensions of individual subspaces. This hypothesis
will lead to determine the number of DoFs that will be
included in the passive fixation mechanismsL i . Of course as
it is usual in mechanism design, when a particular design is
finally proposed, it will be necessary to verifya posteriorithe
singularity avoidance condition.
C. Conditions on connectivity
At first, let us compute the connectivity ofSi . One has:
TSi = TL i ∩ (TRi +TSi−1) , (4)
which directly results from the space sum law for serial chains
and the intersection law for parallel chains (see [20]). Fur-
thermore, since for any vector subspacesA andB, dim(A)+
dim(B) = dim(A +B)+dim(A ∩B), one gets:
mi = dim(TSi )
= dim(TL i )+dim(TRi +TSi−1)−dim(TL i +TRi +TSi−1)
= dim(TL i )+dim(TRi )+dim(TSi−1)−dim(TRi ∩TSi−1)
−dim(TL i +TRi +TSi−1).
If condition (3) is respected thendim(TRi ∩ TSi−1) = 0 and
dim(TL i +TRi +TSi−1) = 6. Therefore, under full rank assump-
tion, one gets:
mi = l i + r i +mi−1−6 (5)
Finally, usingm0 = 0, this recursive equation simplifies to:
mi =
i
∑
j=1
(l j + r j)−6.i . (6)
Now that an expression formi has been obtained, it is possible
to convert Eq. (3) into conditions onl i and r i . First, from
Equation (3a), noticing that any vector subspacesA, B andC
of a vector spaceE, dim(A +B+C) ≤ dim(A) + dim(B)+
dim(C), it is necessary that:
∀i ∈ 1· · ·n, mi−1+ r i + l i ≥ 6, or :
i
∑
j=1
(l j + r j)≥ 6.i (7)
Moreover, if A and B are two vector subspaces ofE and
dim(A)+dim(B)> dim(E), thenA∩B 6= {0}, Equation (3b)
imposes that:
∀i ∈ 1· · ·n, mi−1+ r i ≤ 6 or :
i−1
∑
j=1
(l j + r j)+ r i ≤ 6.i (8)
Finally, thanks to the recursive application of mobility equa-
tion to each partial chain, the last condition (3c) leads to:
mn = 0 or :
n
∑
j=1
(l j + r j) = 6.n (9)
Notice that (9) provides the total number of DoFs to be freed
for the mechanismSn, while (7) gives the minimal value (to
prevent from hyperstaticity in the sub-mechanismsSj ) for l j
and (8) provides the maximal one (to prevent from internal
mobility in Sj ).
Thanks to these three last necessary conditions, we are able
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to calculate the different possible solutions for distributing the
additional passive DoFs over the structure:
• the possible choices forl1 are such that 5≥ l1 ≥ 6− r1.
• for each choice ofl1, the possible choices forl2 are such
that 5≥ l2 ≥ 12− r1− r2− l1.
This leads to a tree that groups all the admissible combinatio s
for l i , as illustrated in Fig. (4).
Fig. 4. Tree of possible solutions for the number of passive DoFs to add at
every fixation point
Out of this tree, all the possible combinations of connectivity
for the fixations are given. Of course, the selection among
these solutions is to be made depending on the exoskeleton
kinematics.
D. Choosing appropriate passive DoF for the fixations
Considering human kinematics and the three aspects of
interaction (kinematic, static and physiological) simplya lows
us to choose the distribution and the nature of the passive
DoF fixations.
Firstly, from the kinematic point of view, the rank analysis
should help in the choice of the DoF to be freed. It is
generally easy to determine the DoF that will increase the
kinematic rank of the system and the ones that will not
impact it. Velocities of the considered human limbs that are
not compatible with the robot kinematics (or that can not be
controlled by it) has to be allowed, and thus the fixation DoF
compatible with these velocities should be freed.
Secondly, considering the force transmission, the knowledge
of the forces that have to be controlled by the robot actuators
allows the determination of the fixation DoF that should not
be freed in order to keep the control on the human limb.
Finally, human physiology imposes constraints, especially
human tissues. The human member’s segments can generally
be approximated by solids of revolution. To transmit forceson
such segments, fixations must therefore surround the member.
These fixations convert forces and moments generated by the
robot into pressures applied through the surface of splints.
Specific considerations have to be taken into account in order
to preserve human tissues from high pressures. Considering
the limb segment as a solid of revolution with axis∆,
four kinds of stresses can be applied by the robot: forces
perpendicular to∆, forces along∆, moments around the axis
perpendicular to∆ and moment around∆.
• Forces perpendicular to∆ can be applied, but interaction
surfaces need to be large on the human body in order to
minimize the contact pressure level. Nevertheless, these
surfaces should not be too large, so as not to completely
cover the whole limb and especially some muscular
areas where important volume variation occurs during
Fig. 5. Tissue deformation and the feeling of applied pressure can be high
with small contact surfaces badly positioned
movement. In order to maximize the force transmission
from the robot to the human, fixations should be also
positioned on high stiffness areas with low sensitivity
tissue. Several studies have been done on localizing
these specific human body areas. For example, on the
arm, the wrist is a good place to fix a splint and limit
discomfort [7].
• Forces applied along∆ must be avoided. The human
body structure is made of ball-joints and segments, and
so the translations along limb main axis directions are
not among the possible movements to be assisted. If this
DoF is not released, hyperstaticity will directly generate
force along this axis when the serial chains will move
(See Fig. 6). Moreover, directly applying these kinds of
forces through a tight fixation leads to a transmission by
Fig. 6. Release of translations along limb segment main axisprevent
hyperstatic force from occuring
friction that can generate high tangential forces on the
skin, and thus, pain or at least discomfort.
• Moments around an axis perpendicular to∆ should be
carefully applied: as illustrated in Fig. 7, applying such a
moment results in the concentration of the stress applied
to the limb tissues at two opposite points. The local forces
may be rather high since the dimensions of the parts in
contact with the limb shall remain small for ergonomic
purposes and to keep constant contact stiffness. Moreover,
Fig. 7. Using a couple of forces instead of moments to limit stress
concentration
it is often possible to use a couple of forces applied to two
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segments in order to create a torque around a limb axis.
In terms of local deformations of the skin and muscles,
it is highly preferable.
• Moments around limb main axis should not be transmit-
ted. Indeed, transmitting a torsion around segment main
axis would generate large deformations of the muscles,
thus involving a large fiber elongation (see Fig. 8). Also,
skin
muscles
veins
nerves
bones
fixation strap
Fig. 8. Transmitting moments around the limb axis involves large tissue
deformations
once again, applying this moment directly through a tight
fixation is a transmission by friction.
In the next section, all these rules are applied, for the sakeof
illustration in a particular example.
III. A PPLICATION TO A GIVEN EXOSKELETON
A. ABLE: an upper limb exoskeleton for rehabilitation
ABLE (see Fig. 9) is a 4-axis exoskeleton that has been
designed by CEA-LIST on the basis of an innovative screw-
and-cable actuation technology [21]. Its kinematics are com-
posed of a shoulder spherical joint comprising 3 coincident
actuated pivots and a 1 DoF actuated pivot elbow. The forearm,
Internal - External
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FLexion - 
Extension of the
SHOULDER
Abduction - 
Adduction of 
the SHOULDER
Flexion - Extension
of the ELBOW
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Joint
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Fig. 9. Kinematics of ABLE
terminated by a handle, is not actuated. Details on this robot
can be found in [22].
B. Fixation design of ABLE
In this section, we apply the general method proposed in
Sec. II to ABLE. We proceed in three steps:
• build the tree of possible values forl i
• choose a preferred solution among them by examining
force transmission properties and kinematic complemen-
tarity
• verify the full kinematic rank which is reported in Ap-
pendix B.
Fig. 10. Schematic of ABLE and human arm coupling
Firstly, since ABLE comprises an upper arm and a forearm,
we shall use two fixations (See Fig 10). The total number of
passive DoF to be added is given by Equation (9):
n=2
∑
j=1
l j = 12−
n=2
∑
j=1
r j = 12− (3+1) ⇒ l1+ l2 = 8 (10)
Moreover, for the first fixation, Equation (7) and (8) give:
6− r1 ≤ l1 ≤ 5 ⇒ 3≤ l1 ≤ 5 .
Since the total number of DoFs is fixed, the tree of possible
solutions consists here of three parallel branches wherel1 is
chosen between 3 and 5 andl2 = 8− l1. Possible couples for
(l1, l2) are (3,5), (4,4) and (5,3). Hereafter, these three options
are analyzed in order to choose a preferred design from among
them.
• Case a: l1 = 3 and l2 = 5. In this case, bothS1 taken alone
and S2 are isostatic, which corresponds to the most intuitive
way of achieving global isostaticity. Degrees of Freedom for
L1 must be chosen complementary to those ofR1 in order
to satisfy the full rank assumption. SinceR1 is a ball joint
that generates three independent rotational velocities around
its centerM1, L1 must generate three independent velocities
at pointM1. For example, three non coplanar translations could
be used forL1. However, in this case, the fixation would
transmit a null force,i.e.a pure couple. This seems undesirable
due to the torsion of the soft tissues that it would create
aroundP1 at the level of the attachment to the limb. One
could thus think of using, forL1, a ball joint aroundP1, but
in this case, the full rank condition would not be respected,
becauseR1 and L1 would both generate the same rotation
around~z1 = 1
‖
−−−→
M1P1‖
−−−→
M1P1. Finally, the preferred solution is
to choose forL1 two pivot joints perpendicular to the arm
main axis~zarm, and one translation joint collinear~zarm. In
this case, two forces perpendicular to~zarm and one moment
around~zarm can be exchanged between the exoskeleton and
the arm throughL1. Moreover, sinceS1 is isostatic, one has
m1 = 0. ThereforeL2 needs to be designed in order to be
kinematically complementary toR2, which is a pivot of axis
(M2,~ze). A simple solution is to choose a ball joint around
P2, and two sliders whose support vector generate a plane that
is perpendicular to the velocity generated atP2 by the elbow
pivot joint at (M2,~ze). The resulting overall design is noted
(a) and represented in Figure 11.
• Case b: l1 = 4 and l2 = 4. Note that in this case,S1 taken
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Fig. 11. Three options for coupling ABLE to a human arm. Case (a): the 3 DoF upper arm fixation mechanism combines one universal joint and one slider
while the 5 DoF lower arm fixation mechanism includes one balljoint and two sliders; case (b): both the 4 DoF fixation mechanisms combine one ball joint
and one slider; case (c): symmetrically to case (a), the 5 DoFupper arm fixation mechanism combines one ball joint and two slider while the 3 DoF lower
arm fixation mechanism includes one universal joint and one slid r. Arrows in red represent the forces and moments that can be transmitted through the
passive fixations, which are complementary to the passive DoF.
alone is a 1 DoF mechanism, while onlyS2 is isostatic. We
consider solution (a), for which one DoF must be added toL1
and one must be removed fromL2. ConcerningL1, keeping
freed the 3 DoF liberated for the isostatic solution (a), it
seems preferable to choose the rotation aroundz1 for the extra
freed DoF. Indeed, this will cancel the local tissue torsiondue
to moment transmission around~z1. As a result,S1 is now
a 1 DoF mechanism consisting of a pivot around(M1,~z1).
ConcerningL2, the DoF to be removed from the solution (a)
will not degrade the dimension ofTS1 +TR2 +TL2. It seems
preferable to keep the freed three rotations aroundP2 and only
one translation along the forearm axis~zf . Indeed, again, this
choice avoids any torsion aroundP2. Furthermore, it is shown
in Appendix B that singular configurations of this solution,
noted (b) and represented in Figure 11 are easily identifiable
and far away from nominal conditions of operation.
• Case c: l1 = 5 and l2 = 3. Similarly to solution (a), this
combination will necessarily lead to transmit at least one
torsion moment around~zf , as illustrated in Figure 11 (solution
(c)).
Finally the preferred solution is (b) because it does not
involve the application of any torsion.
Note that with solution (b), generating a moment to the human
upper arm around~zarm is obtained by applying opposite pure
forces perpendicular to~zarm at P1 and to~zf at P2 (see Fig. 12).
Fig. 12. Transmitting a moment around the upper arm axis withsolution (b)
(left) and (c) (right)
Interestingly, this reproduces the method used by physical
therapists to assist patients in generating internal rotations of
the shoulder without torsion to the tissue. As a price, the
full extension configuration, whenM1, P1 andP2 are aligned,
is singular, as detailed in Appendix B. This configuration
corresponds to the human limb singular configuration and can
be easily avoided by limiting the range of the elbow extensio
a few degree before full extension.
C. Fixation realization
The two fixation mechanisms are identical. They will gen-
erate three independent rotations and one translation along the
limb. The mechanism used to create this function consists of
Fig. 13. Fixation simplification and realization (rear and front)
three successive pivot joints the axes of which coincide and
one slider whose axis is parallel to the human limb (see Fig
13).
The fixations were dimensioned differently: one to allow
forearm pronosupination and the other not to collide with
arm tissues. As a result, possible motions left by the passive
fixations have the ranges as shown in Table 1.
These fixations were both fitted with one force sensor placed
on the base (ATI Nano43 6-axis Force/Torque sensor), allow-
ing us to reconstruct the three force and torque components
at P1 andP2 respectively).
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DoF Fixation
Rotation1 (⊥ to the limb axis) 360◦
Rotation2 (⊥ to the limb axis) 90◦
Rotation3 (around the limb axis) 110◦
Translation 100mm
TABLE I
RANGE OF THE PASSIVEDOF FIXATION
For the experiments presented in the next section, in order to
compare the forces involved with and without DoF liberation,
the fixations were also equipped with removable metallic pins,
allowing us to quickly lock the passive DoF without detach-
ing the subject from the exoskeleton. These fixations were
Fig. 14. The two fixations on the exoskeleton
mounted on the 4-DoF ABLE exoskeleton. Arm fixation is
placed near the elbow, just under the triceps. Forearm fixation
is placed near the wrist. Thermoformable materials were also
used to create two splints adapted to human morphology.
These splints are connected to the last fixation body. The wrist
splint was specifically created to lock the wrist flexions, which
are not studied here. Only passive pronosupination is allowed.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Preliminary evaluation on manikin (passive mode)
1) Experimental setup:An articulated manikin was used
for the experiment. Its arms possess 5 passive DoF (3 rotations
at the shoulder, a pivot elbow and pronosupination that was
not used during experiments) and is thus adapted to our 4 DoF
exoskeleton. However, several discrepancies can be observed
between the robot kinematics and those of the manikin. Firstly,
the manikin’s elbow is not a perfect ball joint as the three axs
of rotation do not exactly coincide at one point. Secondly, the
manikin’s elbow also suffers from backlash. Most importantly,
the manikin’s forearm length (approx. 290 mm) is significantly
shorter than the distance between the shoulder’s center andthe
elbow pivot point on the robot side (357 mm). Therefore, as
illustrated in Fig. 15, the distance between the robot shoulder’s
center (red spot) and the manikin shoulder center (green spot)
reaches a few centimeters. Moreover, a large misalignment
between the two elbow axes (dashed lines) can be observed
in the picture on the right, whereas the axes approximately
matched when the manikin was initially installed on the robot
Fig. 15. A manikin connected to ABLE: the shoulder centers and the elbow
axes are significantly mismatched
(left picture).
Analyzing the interaction force and torque variations at the
interfaces during the same movement with the fixation mech-
anisms freed or locked will not only allow us to evaluate the
impact on preventing the appearance of uncontrolled forces,
but also to quantify them roughly.
The manikin was thus placed in the exoskeleton and attached
with the two fixations. The thermoformable splints allow the
avoidance of any looseness in the fixation and increase the
contact stiffness (no foam needed).
During the experiments, the exoskeleton imposes a controlled
trajectory, with a constant speed, to the manikin arm. The
experiment consists of six simple movements that all end in
the same 3D point for the end effector, but with a different
arm posture (recall that the exoskeleton possesses 4 jointsand
therefore is redundant for a 3D point reaching task). The target
was reached at a constant and low speed (0.05 m/s) in order
to limit inertial forces. Due to the rigidity of the manikin
surface, the movement amplitude on every exoskeleton joint
was limited to 15◦ in order to limit the forces that appear
during experiments. Indeed, when the exoskeleton is connected
to a human limb, thanks to skin and muscle deformations,
the hyperstatic force level applied on the human kinematic
structure (the bones) is reduced, but with this plastic manikin,
larges forces can appear.
The use of a manikin controlled by an exoskeleton allows a
perfect repeatability during the experiments. This is represen-
tative of co-manipulation cases where the robot generates a
controlled motion during robotic rehabilitation or movement
assistance for impaired people.
2) Results and discussions:Principal results are presented
below. In Fig. 16, we plotted the incompatible force absolute
value (along−−→zarm and
−→zf ) and mean moment averaged norm
during the experiments for the two sensors, averaged across
the six movements (moments are computed at the rotation
center of the fixation). We can observe on the arm fixation
a decrease in the incompatible force (Fx) and torques by
approximatively 95%. For the forearm fixation, approxima-
tively 96% decrease can be observed for the incompatible
force and moment components. Figure 17 presents the norm
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Fig. 16. Averaged absolute value of the incompatible force|Fx| and moments
norm
√
(
M2x +M2y +M2z
)
on the two fixations (mean for the six movements)
of the components (Fy and Fz, perpendicular to the human
limb axis) corresponding to the components allowed to be
transmitted by the passive fixations. An important decrease
(up to 30%) of the level of the forces that the exoskeleton is
allowed to apply on the arm is observed with the passive DOF
fixations. However it still remains small compared to the ones
observed with the hyperstatic forces. Note that the decrease
Fig. 17. Allowed forces (
√
(
F2x +F2y
)
) norm on the two fixation (mean for
the six movements)
in the level of hyperstatic force achieved by the fixations
resulting from our method and the obtained numerical value
of the hyperstatic forces have to be interpreted. Indeed, due to
the manikin arm smallness (see Fig. 15) and its body surface
rigidity, hyperstatic force level is higher than it is during a co-
manipulation between the exoskeleton and a human subject.
It is also important to notice that, even with the passive DoF
fixation, residual forces remain at the two fixation points about
2 N of force and 0.02 N·m of torque. This can be explained
by the residual friction in the fixation mechanism (which
small mechanical parts, especially the bearings, are exposd
to important loads) and by the fixation weight (approximately
150g) that directly applies on the sensor according to arm
posture.
B. Evaluation on healthy subjects (active mode)
Since the evaluation of the fixations during a passive
mode interaction has illustrated their ability to minimizethe
uncontrolled force level, an alternative experiment has been
conducted with healthy subjects based on a generic method
dedicated to the quantification of alterations in human upper
limb movement during co-manipulation with exoskeletons.
The method was previously presented in [23].
We propose a comparison of two performance indices de-
tailed in the method, calculated from records of forces and
movements obtained during simple pointing tasks performed
by healthy subjects attached to a ”transparent” exoskeleton
through fixations with and without the passive DoF freed.
1) Transparency (active mode):It is essential to make the
exoskeleton as transparent as possible, in order to limit the
residual force level, which may appear due to gravity, inerta
and friction. Here, transparency is understood as the capacity,
for the robot, to not apply any resistive forces in reaction
to intentional movements of the subject. Compensations were
thus deployed on the robot. As ABLE is only fitted with optical
encoders, we do not have access to an acceleration signal.
Transparency is thus achieved by an experimentally identifid
gravity compensation for all axes and also by compensating for
the residual dynamic dry friction compensation. This residual
friction compensation has been developed in order to blend the
friction phenomena on all axes, and so as not to lead subject
to make non-natural movements because of joint discomfort.
2) Task and subjects:During all the experiments, we as-
sume the exoskeleton to be ”transparent” due to the gravity and
friction compensation. Ten voluntary subjects were involved in
this experiment. In order to exploit the robot’s DoF, pointing
movements were made towards four targets positioned in
different parts of the workspace, allowing us to analyze the
interactions between the subject and the robot when different
axes of motion were involved. Three lines were drawn on the
ground from the starting position, one in the para-sagittalplane
and the others at 45◦ both sides of the first line. The targets
were marked on poles which were placed 50 cm from the
starting position on each of the three lines. The target height
was positioned at the level of the exoskeleton elbow axis for
targets 1-3 and target 4 was positioned above target 2, the
height was equal to the horizontal distance between targets
1-2 and 2-3 (see Fig 18 and 19).
Fig. 18. Schematic of the experimental setup
The starting point was standardized with the elbow in maxi-
mum extension, the humerus vertical and the forearm in mid
prone position. The subjects rested their backs against the
support of the robot; a large belt was used to prevent trunk
movement and a splint was used to prevent wrist motion,
both of which would confound analysis of shoulder and elbow
angles. A pointer was fixed to the splint.
Ten healthy volunteers aged between 22 and 30, unaware
of what was being studied, were included (9 male and 1
female). No particular care was taken to recruit subjects wih
a specific morphology adapted to the exoskeleton structure.
They gave informed consent according to ethical procedures.
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Subjects were allowed to practice moving with the robot for
5 minutes prior to recording. Five movements were recorded
to each target. Subjects were instructed to move as naturally
as possible to touch the target. A few minutes of free training
Fig. 19. A subject pointing to different targets wearing theexoskeleton
allow the subjects to feel comfortable and safe with the device
since initial movements may be perturbed by the newness
of the experience. A good indicator that the subject is ready
to perform the experiment is when he or she feels safe and
when the movements between two targets are qualitatively
repeatable.
3) Results:We first present the results obtained across the
40 trials for one single representative subject. Figure 20 show
the average amount of force and moment appearing along the
directions where they are not controllable, for one subject,
during every trial to each target (5 trials to 4 different targets
under 2 conditions). The general tendency is that the amountof
force or moment is larger in the red bars (fixations locked) than
in blue bars (fixations freed). Also, for a given condition and
a given target, only small variations can be observed between
the 5 bars. This tends to show that the decrease of the force
level does not result from a learning phenomenon. Rather, it
is effectively due to the passive fixations.
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Fig. 20. Incompatible force and moment norm on the fixations averaged of
one single subject for each trial to the 4 different targets.The 5 trials with
passive DoF fixations are in blue and with classical fixation in red. Trials are
chronologically classified, from left to right.
Figure 21 represents the mean across the ten subjects, and the
time-averaged force and moment norms.
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Fig. 21. Incompatible force and moment averaged norm on the fixations
averaged over the 10 subjects(Fx and the three momentsMx, My, Mz). In red
with classical fixation; in blue with passive DoF fixations.
Interestingly, it can be noticed that the standard deviation
is lower for the experiments with freed fixations as com-
pared to experiments with locked fixations. We also noticed
that, when the subject’s forearm length (roughly estimated
humerus length) strongly differs from the robot humerus
length (357 mm), then the forces tend to be large during
experiments with locked fixations. This is logical from an
engineering point of view, since, for hyperstatic systems,
the level of force depend on stiffnesses and displacements:
when the differences are large between the two kinematic
chains, mismatches are larger and the forces that result from
these misalignments through the tissue stiffness are larger
as well. Meanwhile, for experiments with freed fixations,
the amount of measured force did not seem to depend on
the subject’s kinematic parameters. Again, the fact that the
system is not hyperstatic anymore explains this observation.
An experimental campaign with more subjects and selected
morphologies would still be necessary to obtain statistically
consistent results on the influence of the subject’s humerus
length on the level of forces observed in both conditions.
Table II reports the decreases in the level of the incompatible
interaction forces.
Decrease % FU pper−arm MU pper−arm FForearm MForearm
Target 1 42% 41% 32% 38%
Target 2 26% 22% 27% 40%
Target 3 28% 27% 22% 21%
Target 4 41% 31% 26% 29%
TABLE II
DECREASE IN THE LEVEL OF EVERY INCOMPATIBLE COMPONENTS WHEN
PASSIVEDOF FIXATIONS ARE USED
In order to statistically evaluate the difference between the two
conditions, repeated measures ANOVA were carried out for
the force decrease with condition (with passive DoF fixations
/ without) and target (4 targets) as independent factors. When
significant effects were found, a Newman-Keuls post hoc test
was applied in order to evaluate the effect of condition on each
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target. The results on the ANOVA obtained are presented both
in terms of value of the probability distribution function F, and
p-value.
In comparison with previous results obtained in the passive
mode experimentation with the manikin, the percentage of
decrease of the incompatible force component level is lower,
especially for the upper-arm fixation but still statistically
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Fig. 22. Compatible force averaged norm on the fixations averaged over
the 10 subjects(Fy andFz). In red with classical fixation; in blue with passive
DoF fixations.
significant (F(1,10) = 28.16,p< 0.01).
This can be explained by the fact that the human limb is much
more flexible than the manikin limb. Therefore, hyperstaticity
induces lower forces. Interestingly, the force compatiblewith
the passive fixations is also reduced as shown in Fig. 22
(F(1,10) = 19.46,p< 0.01).
No statistical significant effects of the nature of the target w re
found in such results. Nevertheless, several explanationsca
be formulated to explain the system performance limitations
in active mode:
• a bad alignment between the center of rotations of the
human joints and the fixations ball joint centers enhanced
by the deformations of some parts of the fixation mech-
anisms,
• use by the subject of its upper limb redundant DoF that
are not directly controlled by the robot (wrist and scapula
movements), that can completely modify the kinematic
sequence.
These hypotheses will be verified in future experimental
campaigns.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a method aimed at designing
the kinematics of fixations between an exoskeleton and a
human member. A major result of the theoretical study lies in
Equations (7) and (8) that provide the minimal and maximal
mobility to be added to each chain, recursively, and lead, by
summing up all the components, to Equation (9). Thanks to
this method, we built isostatic fixations for a 4-DoF exoskele-
ton and experimentally verified their benefit on minimizing
uncontrollable hyperstatic forces at the human robot interfac
and thus on a fine control of the interaction forces. These
results show that the provided solution effectively limitsthe
level of uncontrolled forces generated by hyperstaticity even
in the case of large variations of the human limb geometry,
and without requiring a complex adaptable robot structure.
Further work could focus on the study of the motion of the
passive mechanisms during movements, whish is an indicator
on how different are the human motion and robot motion.
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APPENDIX
A. Demonstration of Proposition 1
1) Conditions (3) are sufficient:[(3)⇒ (2)].
We here assume that conditions (3) are verified.
Because inSn, Ri−1 is connected on the one side toR0
through Si−1 and on the other side toRi through Ri (see
Fig. 3), one has:
∀i ∈ {1. . .n}, SnTi−1 =
Si−1 Ti−1∩
[
TRi +
SnTi
]
, (11)
which is a recursive relationship forSnTi . Recalling that, by
assumption,SnTSn = {0} (condition 3c) andTSi−1 ∩TRi = {0}
(condition 3b), this recursive law trivially leads to (2a).
Furthermore, the kinemato-static duality principle applied to
the loop(R0 → Ri−1 → Ri → R0) in Fig. 3 writes:
∀i ∈ {1. . .n}, dim(SiWL i→0)+dim(TSi−1 +TRi +TL i ) = 6 .
(12)
Thanks to condition (3a), this leads to:
∀i ∈ {1. . .n}, SiWL i→0 = {0} . (13)
Considering again the systemSi depicted in Fig. 3, and recall-
ing thatL i andRi are serial chains, one has,∀i ∈ {1. . .n}:
SiWL i→0 =
Si WL i→i =
Si WRi→i =
Si WRi→i−1 = {0} . (14)
Therefore, statically speaking, the multi-loop systemSi−1 is
in the same state when included inSi than when isolated from
the rest of the mechanism.
∀i ∈ {2. . .n}, SiWL i−1→0 =
Si−1 WL i−1→0 ,
which, together with (13) recursively leads to condition (2b).
2) Conditions (3) are necessary :
[
(3)⇒ (2)
]
.
Firstly, if condition (3c) is not verified, thenSnTn = TSn 6= {0}.
In this case, (2a) is not satisfied.
Secondly, if (3b) is not verified, then∃i, (TRi ∩TSi−1) 6= {0}.
Thanks to Equation (11), this leads to:
∃i ∈ {1· · ·n}, SnTi−1 6= {0} , (15)
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which directly contradicts (2a).
Thirdly, if (3a) is not verified, i.e.:
∃i, dim(TSi−1 +TRi +TL i )≤ 6 , (16)
then ∃i, SiWL i→0 6= {0}, meaning thatSi taken isolate is
hyperstatic. Obviously, adding the rest of the mechanism
to build Sn, which consists of adding a parallel branch
to Si betweenR0 and Ri will not decrease the degree of
hyperstaticity. Therefore∃i, SnWL i→0 6= {0}, which contradicts
condition (2b).
B. Singularity analysis for ABLE and the two proposed
fixation mechanisms
Let us take the mechanism depicted in Figure 23:R1 is a ball
joint which center isM1; L1 is composed of a ball joint whose
center isP1 (with
−−−→
M1P1 = l1.
−→z1 and l1 6= 0) and a slide along
(P1,
−−→zarm); R2 is a pivot joint whose axis is(M2,
→
x2); L2 is
composed of a ball joint whose center isP2 (with
−−−→
M2P2 = l2.
−→za
and l2 6= 0) and a slide along(P2,
−→zf ).
In order to find the singular configurations of this system, we
use the necessary and sufficient conditions (3).
Fig. 23. Kinematics of ABLE + its fixations. The plane of the figure,
perpendicular to~x1, is defined byM1, P1 and P2 while M2 is outside the
plane.
1) Examination of Condition (3a)
• For i = 1, (3a) writesdim(TR1 +TL1) = 6.
At point P1, velocities allowed byL1 belong to the vector
subspaceTL1 = span{t1, t2, t3, t4} and the velocities allowed
by R1 belong toTR1 = span{t5, t6, t3}, with
t1 = (x1
T 03
T)T, t3 = (z1
T 03
T)T, t5 = (x1
T − l1.y1
T )T
t2 = (y1
T 03
T)T, t4 = (03
T za
T )T, t6 = (y1
T l1.x1
T )T
ThusTR1 +TL1 = span{t1, ..., t6}. Defining
t ′5 =
(t6− t2)
l1
= (03
T x1
T )T and t ′6 =
(t1− t5)
l1
= (03
T y1
T )T ,
we can easily show that
[
t1 t2 t3 t4 t
′
5 t
′
6
]
= A [t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6]
with det(A) = 1
l21
. Since l1 6= 0, τ1 = {t1, .., t6} is a basis of
R6 if and only if τ2 =
{
t1, .., t4, t ′5, t
′
6
}
is a basis ofR6. Let us
consider nowai ∈ R, i ∈ {1, ..,6} such that:
a1t1+a2t2+a3t3+a4t4+a5t
′
5+a6t
′
6 = 0 (17)
This equation is equivalent to :
{
a1
−→x1 +a2
−→y1 +a3
−→z1 =
−→
0
a4
−→za +a5
−→x1 +a6
−→y1 =
−→
0
(18)
Since(−→x1,
−→y1,
−→z1) is a basis, (18) is equivalent to
{
a1 = a2 = a3 = 0
a4dz = 0; a6+a4dy = 0; a5+a6dx = 0;
(19)
where−−→zbras= dx
−→x1 +dy
−→y1 +dz
−→z1 . If dz 6= 0 then (19) implies
∀i ∈ {1· · ·6}ai = 0 and theτ2 et τ1 family are basis ofR6.
Otherwise, there exists a non null combination ofai that
verifies (17). Condition (3a) is thus verified fori = 1 if and
only if −→za .
−→z1 6= 0. This is a singular value to be avoided. In
the rest of the study we will thus consider that−→za .
−→z1 6= 0.
• For i = 2, (3a) writesdim(TS1 +TR2 +TL2) = 6.
We know thatTS1 = TR1 ∩TL1. Let us considert ∈ TL1 and
t ′ ∈ TR1. One has:
∃(α1,α2,α3,α4) such that t =
4
∑
i=1
αi ti (20)
∃(α ′1,α
′
2,α
′
3,) such that t
′ = α ′1 t5+α
′
2 t6+α
′
3 t3(21)
Using−→za .
−→z1 6= 0, one easily gets:
t = t ′ ⇔ α1 = α2 = α4 = α ′1 = α
′
2 = 0 . (22)
or:
t = t ′ ⇔ t = α3 t3 = α ′3 t3 . (23)
In other words, at pointP1:
TS1 = TR1 ∩TL1 = span({t3}) = span({(z1
T 03
T)T}) . (24)
We know write twists at pointP2. We get:TS1 = span({t7}),
TR2 = span({t8}) andTL2 = span({t9 t10 t11 t12}), with:
t7 = (z1
T l sinθ1x1T)T , t8 = (x2T − l2 y2T)T , t9 = (x2T 0T)T
t10 = (y2
T 0T)T , t11 = (z2
T 0T)T , t12 = (0
T zf
T)T,
where
−−→
P1P2 =: l~zandθ1 :=
(
−̂→z1 ,
−→z
)
measured around~x1. Thus
TS1 +TR2 +TL2 = span({t7, t8, t9, t10, t11, t12}).
Suppose first that sinθ1 = 0. Then, denoting−→z1 = z1x.−→x2 +
z1y.
−→y2 + z1z.
−→z2 , one gets:
t7 = z1xt9 + z1yt10 + z1zt12 (25)
In this particular case,{t7 .. t12} is not a basis, which identifies
a second singular configuration, whenM1, P1 and P2 are
aligned. In the rest of the study we will thus assume that this
singular configuration is also avoided, that is: sinθ1 6= 0.
Defining
t ′7 =
(t7− z1xt9− z1yt10− z1zt12)
l sinθ1
= (0T x1
T)T ,and
t ′8 =
(t10− t8)
l2
= (0T y2
T)T ,
we get
[
t ′7 t
′
8 t
′
9 .. t
′
12
]
=B. [t7 t8 .. t12] with det(B) = −1l2 sinθ1 6=
0. Thusτ3 = {t7 .. t12} is a basis ofR6 if and only if τ4 =
{t ′7 .. t
′
12} is a basis ofR
6. Let us considerbi ∈R, i ∈ {1, ..,6}
such that:
b1t
′
7+b2t
′
8+b3t9+b4t10+b5t11+b6t12 = 0 . (26)
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It comes easily thatb3 = b4 =b5 = 0 andb1t ′7+b2t
′
8+b6t
′
12= 0
which is equivalent tob1
−→x1 +b2
−→y2 +b6
−→zf =
−→
0 . The necessary
and sufficient conditions to have a non-null tripletb1,b2,b6
verifying the previous equation is that−→x1,
−→y2,
−→zf are coplanar.
This identifies a third singularity, which, again, is supposed to
be avoided in the rest of the study.
2) Examination of the condition (3b)
• For i = 1, sinceTS0 = {0}, one directly getsdim(TS0 ∩
TL1) = 0.
• For i = 2, it is necessary to verify thatdim(TS1 ∩TL2) = 0.
Let us considert ∈ TS1 and t
′ ∈ TL2. One has:
∃α1 ∈R / t = α1t7
∃α ′1,α
′
2,α
′
3,α
′
4 ∈R / t
′ = α ′1t9+α
′
2t10+α
′
3t11+α
′
4t12 .
One easily shows thatt = t ′ is equivalent to:
{
α1l sinθ1−→x1 +α ′4
−→zf =
−→
0
(α1z1x+α ′1)
−→x2 +(α1z1y+α ′2)
−→y2 +(α1z1z+α ′3)
−→z2 =
−→
0
Since−→x1 is not colinear to
−→zf , the first equation leads toα1 =
α ′4 = 0. Similarly, since{
−→x2,
−→y2,
−→z2} forms a basis,α ′1 = α
′
2 =
α ′3 = 0. In conclusion,dim(TS1 ∩TL2) = {0}.
3) Examination of the condition (3c)
For the considered example,n= 2 and condition (3c) writes
dim(TS2) = 0. SinceTS2 = (TS1 +TR2)∩TL2, we need to verify
that any vector that belongs to both(TS1 +TR2) and TL2 is
null. Let us considert ∈ (TS1 +TR2) and t
′ ∈ TL2. One has:
∃ α1,α2 ∈ R / t = α1t7+α2t8
∃ α ′1, ..,α
′
4 ∈ R / t
′ = α ′1t9+α
′
2t10+α
′
3t11+α
′
4t12
Thereforet = t ′ is equivalent to:
{
α1l sinθ1−→x1 −α2l2−→y2 +α ′4
−→zf =
−→
0
(α1z1x+α ′1+α2)
−→x2 +(α1z1y+α ′2)
−→y2 +(α1z1z+α ′3)
−→z2 =
−→
0
The first of these two equations leads toα1 = α2 = α ′4 = 0
since it is supposed that−→x1,
−→y2 and
−→zf are not coplanar in
order to avoid the third singularity, and sinθ1 6= 0 in order to
avoid the second singularity. Therefore, the second equation
leads toα1 = α2 = α ′4 = 0 because{
−→x2,
−→y2,
−→z2} forms a basis.
In conclusion,t = t ′ ⇒ t = 0, thusdim(TS2) = 0.
4) Summary.
In conclusion, we identified three singularities:
1) −→za .
−→z1 = 0 representing the case where the passive slide,
mounted parallel to the upper arm axis, is perpendicular
to the robot upper limb axis. This case will never appear
in practice since the angle between−→za and
−→z1 reflects
small discrepancies between the exoskeleton and human
kinematics, and remains smaller than a few degrees.
2) sin(θ1) = 0 representing the case whereM1, P1 and P2
are aligned. This singular configuration can be avoided
by limiting the range of motion for the robot elbow to
a few degrees before full extension. Note that the full
extension of the human arm is the same singularity and
thus it cannot be avoided.
3) −→x1,
−→y2 and
−→zf coplanar. This configuration does not
appear in practice, since in the nominal configuration,
−→x1 is perpendicular to the plane generated by
−→y2 and
−→zf .
Therefore, under normal conditions of operation, the ABLE
exoskeleton with its two fixations never falls into a singular
configuration.
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